
PRINCETON THESIS DUE DATES

Important Dates for Junior & Senior Programs. Psychology Junior Deadline for the advisor to submit his/her approval of
senior thesis funding proposal. Friday.

Have academics already written papers on this topic? If your name, email address, or department is incorrect,
notify the University Archives at mudd princeton. However, we encourage students to come up with new and
creative ways to communicate the intellectual content of their theses to other students and faculty. AB and
BSE theses must be advised individually. There will be one poster session in January for Fall independent
work students and one poster session in May for Spring independent work students. Please bear in mind that
turning in independent work late without an extension or turning it in after the extension has expired can result
in an F that remains on your transcript. However, the demand for some seminars exceeds their capacity, so you
may be assigned to another of your priorities. This is a very important and often over-looked aspect of a
project plan â€” please think about it before finalizing your project selection. Why do they not solve the
problem? For the steps that are non-trivial, provide a brief description of the issue, options, and planned
approach. No wonder generations of graduates look back on the senior thesis as the most valuable academic
component of their Princeton experience. Awards: One additional goal of the poster session is to help the
faculty identify award-caliber independent work. State what they are and explain the proof. How to Submit:
Once you have selected IW seminars or found an individual project and advisor, you must indicate your
selections by filling out the IW Sign Up form. If you select the second or third option you will be advised
individually , then you should fill out the "Independent Work as an Individual" section of the IW Sign Up
form. Unlike the oral presentation, which must be extremely concise due to time constraints, the written report
can delve into more details, cite all relevant previous work, present results of many experiments with tables
and plots, etc. Below is a list of preferred file types for supplementary files: Audio files: MP3 format.
Overview This page shows all the important dates and deadlines relevant for junior papers JPs and senior
theses. January 7: JP final version due. Students who plan ahead can make good use of the University's
considerable resources, such as receiving University funds to do research in the United States or abroad. No
excuses about being unable to create a poster on time will be accepted. Initial inquiries are probably best by
email, with in-person meetings to discuss possible project topics as a follow up. What papers have you read?
Space is the main constraint during the poster session. Allow roughly 20 minutes to complete the upload
process. Please indicate any particularly risky aspects of the project and discuss contingencies in case they do
not go as planned. What aspects of the problem are still uninvestigated? The final written reports for
one-semester projects should be pages long.


